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The Fourth Station.

Yesterday's mail brought the gift of another station, the seventh donation. A mother whose chief concern is the eternal salvation of her son has donated the Fourth Station, "Jesus Meets His Blessed Mother." It is a beautiful gift, and in years to come it will bring back to other boys the thought of their mothers back home praying for them to be good boys above all else.

Bengal.

Acknowledgement is made also of two gifts of $1.00 each for the Bengal Mission - one from a student and the other from an alumnus. The box at the pamphlet rack in Sorin Hall has yielded only 45¢ for the Mission to date. That won't buy much rice.

What Are You Doing For The Team?

A letter from a nun reminds us of the prayers you were asked to say for the team:

"We follow the games as faithfully as if they were spiritual exercises. They really are, in a way, for many a prayer is said during the games, and often we spend an interesting quarter in the chapel. A Novena of Stations is nothing unusual here during a season of difficult games. And all this from nuns!"

Many of the hidden fans in the convent here have been known to spend the whole game in the chapel rather than at the radio - it was harder on the knees but easier on the heart - and they could help the boys so much more that way.

And what are you doing? The number of Holy Communions last Saturday was 1413 - just 86 below the average for the year thus far. You do love your comfort! And what a howl you'll put up if one of the boys breaks a leg!

Is Your Sister Paying Your Way?

With all the talk of the Modern Girl it is a spiritual tonic to read something like "Some Modern Joans," a little pamphlet you will find at the rack. It gives a word of aknowledgement to the type of stalwart womanhood the newspapers and movies do not recognize these days - the girls who "battle all their lives against obstacles; they champion the weak, and they stand up against the mean and vicious, and they go into the fray unheralded, to fight many of the dangers and evils of the day."

Cecilia Mary Young, the author of this stimulating tribute, classifies her Modern Joans as follows: "Some are Catholic teachers in the public schools, some are the catechists and teachers of catechism, some are visiting nurses, some are girls in offices, others in social service; there are some working in hospitals, some even have menial positions in private families, or in large establishments - girls of strong religious zeal and of unconquerable moral character."

You can add to the list. If your sister is helping you through school, send her this pamphlet to show her that some others besides God recognize her worth. And if she is doing this for you and you haven't yet offered a Novena of Communions for her intentions, you had better get busy right away if you don't want to be classed as a coot.

------------

PRAYERS: John H. Carmody is quite ill at home; he needs earnest prayers. Dick Tobin, Robert T. Burko, and Luke Tiohnan ask prayers for relatives who are ill. Rev. Brown is in the hospital, recovering from an attack of appendicitis. A brother of John Soldano was killed in an accident this summer. Four special intentions, one of them very urgent.